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Introduction  

lobally parking is seen as the most essential component for transportation 

system. It is the act of stopping and disengaging a vehicle and leaving it 

unoccupied (Travis and smith, 2007). The demand for parking is the need 

by motorist for facilities to store vehicles on a temporary basis. The parking area 

is a major terminal facility and if not provided vehicles may be parked  on the 

carriage way which could reduce road capacity and cause delay and accidents as 

motorists obstruct traffic by parking on the road side (Sheila, 2003). The parking 

lot is the North American term that refers to a cleared area that is more or less 

level and may be paved with asphalt, bitumen or gravel, intended for parking 

vehicles. Usually, the term refers to a dedicated area that has been provided with 

a durable or semi-durable surface it is known as car park to the British (Wikipedia 

encyclopedia). It is also an area in which motor vehicles can be parked temporarily. 

Unlike other urban problems, crisis in urban transportation quickly manifest itself 

in congestion, delay, accident, parking difficulties and environmental pollution. 

Ayeni (1983) described these as the most pressing and most visible urban problem 

of Nigeria cities. Oduola (1981) explained that most urban congestion problems 

are caused by the sub-optimal manner in which the roads are used. Road side and 

on roads parking, roads side trading and total disregard of traffic regulation by 

road users are significant human contribution to the traffic problem. In Lagos for 

instance, Ogunsanya (1986) observed that illegal parking alone account for 30 

percent of the cause of delay along Bangbose, Igbosere, Ipodo, Bajulaiye, Ereko 

and Balogun and Ojoo roads in Lagos state. Parking problems vary from town to 

town in magnitude and complexity depending on each town’s historical 

evaluation, physical size, population density and distribution density and 

distribution, as well as the commercial activities and other socio-economic 

activities. The demand for transport and travel intensity tend to increased sharply 

with the growing size of a city and town especially when the city center or major 

activity areas increase is corresponding in terms of both area and employment.  

In Nigeria, the dominant mode of intra-urban mobility is the automobile motor 

vehicles. However, parking facilities as element of urban transportation 

development seem to be neglected in the face of increasing car ownership on the 

other hand and increasing land use activities which generate enormous parking 

demand on the other. Parking traditionally has been an overlooked element of 

development projects by governments and the recent trend has been to provide 

regulations for the configuration and spacing of parking lots, their landscaping, 
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drainage and pollution abatement issues. Parking Space is a location that is 

designed for parking of vehicles, it is an area reserved for automobile parking 

(Donald, 2004). Inadequate parking space has become one of the major issues in 

Nigerian towns and cities such as Lagos, Onitsha, Aba, Anyigba and many others. 

Major roads in Anyigba town, still continue to experience traffic flow problems in 

various dimensions. occasional traffic bottlenecks, parking space difficulties, 

traffic delay, road accidents and unmitigated air and noise pollution are some of 

the problems been encountered on these urban roads (Federation Road Safety 

Commission, 2013). These problems are traceable to urbanization, urban growth 

and the increasing level of motorization in these urban environments that is not 

prepared for such technology and innovation. The major problems that are 

responsible for indiscriminate parking and lack of parking space along Ajaokuta-

Anyigba road and Lokoja-Ankpa road have been identified as absence of 

designated parking spaces along the roads, nature of Road Capacity and absence 

of stakeholders in provision and management of parking facilities. 

 

Aim 

The study aimed at examining the nature of parking along Ajaokuta-Anyigba road 

and Lokoja-Ankpa roads in Anyigba town with a view to making appropriate 

planning recommendations. To achieve the aim, the following questions were 

answered: What is the nature of land use along the two major roads? What is the 

nature of traffic and parking activities along the routes? What is the roads capacity 

width in the study area? What are the roles of stakeholders in the provision and 

management of parking facilities? 

 

METHODOLOGY  

Research Design employed in carrying out this work is mixed research method 

(Survey, Historical and explanatory research method)  The sampling frame for the 

study consists of the two major roads (Ajaokuta-Anyigba road and Lokoja- Ankpa 

road). For land use survey, the sampling frame constitutes commercial, residential, 

open spaces, public/semi F public land use and the type of vehicles that parked 

along the roads. For institutional survey: the sampling frame consists of Kogi State 

Town Planning Development Board, zonal office Anyigba and those motorists that 

parked along the road side. A census of the land uses along are Ajaokuta-Anyigba 

road and Lokoja- Ankpa road with a width of 100 meters on both sides was 

conducted. Purposive sampling technique was used in administering of 
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questionnaires to the appropriate departmental heads and/or units in (KSTPDB) 

zonal office and the drivers with other road users. The various surveys that were 

used for this study include Physical Survey and Institutional survey. The data on 

the nature of traffic and parking along Ajaokuta-Anyigbaroad and Lokoja-Ankpa 

roads were collected through observation and direct interview with the drivers 

and other road users that parked along the routes. For Institutional survey, data 

was collected through interview, policy documents and observation. This involves 

administering questionnaires to the relevant stakeholders to get relevant 

information. Data collected on the nature of land use adjoining the roads was 

analyzed using standards and compatibility analysis. In the compatibility analysis, 

variables/criteria like noise, conversion of land use, disruption of activities, and 

pollution among others. In the case of standards, the usual allowed compatible  

land uses which was used. Data on the nature of traffic and parking along the 

routes was analyzed using passenger car unit (P.C.U) standards and subsequently 

compared to the road capacity. The summation of each vehicle from morning to 

evening was done. On the other hand, however, the parking survey that was 

conducted was analyzed using standards for parking. This is to determine the 

adequacy of parking spaces and facilities. Data collected on the nature of the road 

capacity was analyzed using standards where the sampled roads were compared 

with the existing width. The role of stakeholders in the provision and management 

of parking facilities was analyzed using content analysis where the data collected 

from the relevant institutions are presented in a textual format and inferences 

were drawn. 

 

RESULTS, FINDIGS AND DISCUSSION 

This section contains detailed presentation of findings and discussion carried out 

for this study. This analysis was done through the application of various analytical 

techniques to ascertain the volume of traffic and how it affects parking. All the 

data collected through observation and questionnaire are fully analyzed and 

inference on each of subject matter where made to in attempt to identify the 

problems of parking and need to provide parking facilities. Basically, data for the 

study was collected through observation, as it implies, physical measurement of 

the two roads and the fourteen (14) parking areas which are within the sample 

frame were carried out and the data from the questionnaire was analyzed to give 

an insight to the agencies that responsible in providing parking facilities in the 

state.  
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Land use adjoining the roads 

To analyze this research objective, the researcher observed the land uses adjoining 

the two sampled roads with a view to establishing their relationship to traffic 

generation which helped in determining the impacts on parking along the routes. 

The analysis shows that 52.0% of the land uses in the study area are residential, 

25.3% of the land uses are commercial, 5.2% of the land use is for public/semi-public, 

5.8% of the land use are open spaces, 4.4% of the land use are educational use, and 

the remaining 7.3% of the land use are for circulation. This therefore implies that 

52% of the on-street parking is been generated by the resident due to lack of 

parking spaces in there resident and their commercial activities which attracts 

much cars and the parking space is inadequate for cars to park so they parked on 

the street along the road, which shows the daring need for the provision of 

parking spaces in the study area.  

 

Effects of Land Uses on Parking 

From the findings it was observed that different land use attracts more vehicles 
which therefore generate more traffic volume and the parking space is not 
adequate as the cars attracted are usually parked on-street and off-street 
indiscriminately, which shows the daring need for provision of parking space in the 
study area. 
 

Table 1: Effects of land uses on parking 

Land 

Uses/Areas 

Location Area 

Coverage 

(M2) 

Daily 

Average 

Vehicular 

Attraction 

Availability 

of Parking in 

the 

Premises 

Nature of 

Parking 

within 

Land Use 

Remark 

Residential 

-Median & High 

density. 

 

Lokoja-

Ankpa road 

and 

Ajaokuta-

Anyigba 

road 

351100  124cars Yes = 33% 

No = 67% 

Off-Street 

and On-

Street 

The land use attracts much 

cars due to the percentage of 

parking availability in their 

residential promises, few 

cars tend to park along the 

road which is not secured. 

Commercial 

-Banks 

-Complex and 

Shops 

-Hotels 

Lokoja-

Ankpa road 

and 

Ajaokuta-

Anyigba 

road  

170400 367cars Yes = 22% 

No = 78% 

On-street The land use attracts many 

vehicles and the parking 

space is not adequate as the 

cars attracted are usually 

parked on street. 

Public/Semi-

Public Uses 

-Hospital 

-Church 

-Post Office 

Ajaokuta-

Anyigba 

road 

35400 78cars Yes On-street 

and off-

street  

The land use attracts cars 

due to the activities that take 

place mostly on Sundays and 

other days of worship and 

also when there is a court 

case. The parking space is 
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-Court 

 

inadequate and cars tend to 

parking On-street and off-

street illegally. 

Educational 

-Kogi State 

University. 

Lokoja-

Ankpa road 

29600 215cars Yes On-street The university is and 

activities that attracts more 

cars especially during school 

session, cars park on the 

street for easy carriage of 

passengers, and also due to 

the unavailability of parking 

area. 

Open Space 

-for multi-

purpose 

activities. E.g. 

Football. 

Ajaokuta-

Anyigba 

road 

38900 43cars Yes On-street This land use also attracts 

cars during recreational 

activities or functions and 

celebrations the open spaces 

are been used and due to 

inadequate parking space 

cars tend to park on the 

streets. 

Source: Field Survey, 2018. 

 

Nature of traffic and parking along the routes. 

To answer the question on nature of traffic and parking along the route, the 
researcher carried out a volumetric count on the two roads which was converted 
to PCUs and compared with the standard PCU to determine the capacity of the 
roads. The analysis on table 2, show that the traffic there is more traffic volume on 
market days and less traffic volume off-market days. The traffic volume on market 
days is shown on figure 1 and 2, while the traffic volume on off market days is 
shown on figure 3 and 4 respectively. 
 

Table 2: The Volume of Traffic along the Two Major Routes 

Road Category                       PCU Remark 

On Market 

Days 

Off-

Market 

Days 

Ajaokuta-

Anyigba 

road 

District 

Distributor 

Road 

13,765.32 

 

8,263.89 

 

From the findings shows that there is more traffic on market days 

and less traffic off market days which is every 4th day from the 

previous market day and the width of the road is not to standard. 

Therefore, there is need for expansion of the road as well as 

provision for off-street parking, so as to accommodate less traffic 

during and off market days and reduce on-street parking reducing 

the road capacity. Refer to figure 1 and 2. 

Lokoja-

Ankpa road 

District 

Distributor 

Road 

9,899.06 

 

 

7.543.65 From the findings shows that the road generates more traffic on 

market days which is every 4th day from the previous market day and 

less traffic off-market days. Therefore, there is need for expansion 
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of the road as well as provision for off-street parking, so as to 

accommodate less traffic during and off market days and reduce on-

street parking reducing the road capacity. Refer to figure 3 and 4. 

Source: Field Survey, 2018.      

  

PCU 

 
Figure 1: Volume of Traffic On Market Days along Ajaokuta-Anyigba road 

Source: Field Survey, 2018. 

 

PCU 

 
Figure 2: Volume of Traffic Off Market Days along Ajaokuta-Anyigba  road 

Source: Field Survey, 2018. 
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Figure 3: Volume of Traffic on Market Days along Lokoja- Ankpa road 

 Source: Field Survey, 2018. 

 

PCU 

 
Figure 4: Volume of Traffic Off Market Days along Lokoja- Ankpa road 

Source: Field Survey, 2018. 
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Duration of Parking 

The analysis shows that 5% park for 0-15minutes, 11% park for 15minutes-30minutes, 

23% park for 30minutes-1hours, and 61% park for 1hour and above. This therefore 

implies that 61% of the motorists in the area park for 1hour and above. It can thus 

be deduced that vehicular parking on-street are done for long period. The 

implication of this finding is that there is not only the need for provision of 

adequate parking facilities but also traffic management measures along the two 

roads to curb the menace of on-street parking which will invariably reduce traffic 

congestion and narrowing of road width and capacity. 

 

Reason for Parking along the Road 

The analysis reveals that 19% park along the road due to nearness to place of work, 

73% park along the road due to lack of designated parking space, 6% park along the 

road due to safety reason, and the remaining 2% park along the road for other 

reasons best known to  them. 

 

Availability of Parking Space 

The analysis reveal that 21% of the respondent agrees that there are parking spaces 

and 79% disagree that there is no parking space. 

            

Table 3: Availability of Parking Space 

S/n Responses Number Percentage 

1 Yes 18 21 

2. No 66 79 

 Total 84 100 

 Source: Field Survey, 2018. 

 

It implies that, since79% of the respondent disagree that there is no parking space, 

it therefore implies that the parking system is inadequate or there is no park space 

in the study area, which calls for the daring need for the provision of parking 

spaces in the study area. 

 

Nature of the road capacity 

In analyzing this objective, the researcher took the actual measurement on the 

roads and the existing capacity of the road was assessed, which was compared 

based on the standard on road capacity of on the two sampled roads. 
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 Table 4: Assessment of Road Capacity 

Road Category Width             PCU Standar

d 

Defici

t 

Remark 

On- 

Market 

Days 

Off-

Market 

Days 

Ajaokuta

-Anyigba 

road 

District 

Distributo

r Road 

17.68 

m 

13,765.3

2 

8,263.8

9 

450cars 

per peak 

hour 

6.32m inadequa

te 

Lokoja- 

Ankpa 

road 

District 

Distributo

r Road 

17.68 

m 

9,899.0

6 

 

7,543.6

5 

 

450cars 

per peak 

hour 

6.32m inadequa

te 

Source: Field Survey, 2018. 

 

The analysis shown above shows that the road capacity is not to standards which 

implies that the roads need to be expanded so as to carry both the present and 

future traffic capacity in other to reduce the volume of traffic congestion on both 

roads.   

 

Provision Made for Parking Along Ajaokuta-Anyigba Road and Lokoja-Ankpa 

Road 

The findings reveal that there is no designated parking area, and most of the open 
spaces are left for future expansion of the road, but it has been encroaching by 
the developers in the community and the building laws and regulation that restrict 
developments are  not been followed in the area, and the developers builds 
anyhow even very close to the road side, and the local business owners that made 
provision for parking, restrict vehicles from parking except when they are been 
patronized. 
 
Roles of Stakeholders in the provision and management of parking facilities. 

The findings reveals that the stakeholders do not play their roles in provision and 
management of parking, which therefore causes traffic congestion, illegal on 
street and off-street parking and also reduce the width of the road all these are 
caused, due the absence of parking space which make the developers park along 
the road side. 
 

CONCLUSION 

It has been noticed that parking problems and traffic congestion are apparent in 

Anyigba area as a result of the high vehicular traffic witnessed along the main road 
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and due to the activities of motorist in the area. Also, the proliferation of 

commercial land use especially hawking also results to traffic congestion during 

normal days. Therefore, the demand for parking spaces and other facilities are 

high. The inability of the existing situation to cope with the demand has later led 

to parking problem and traffic congestion. Also, motorist activities have brought 

about poor visual and environmental quality in the area and have also propagated 

a lot of social and deviant behaviors in the area. The recommendations put 

forward have been in light of findings from the field survey. Finally, if all the 

recommendations mentioned in this research area adhered to, the problems of 

parking in Anyigba major roads will be adequately solved. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Since the area involves different land uses, it is recommended that the 

government should implement the parking area proposal for this 

research work as it will not only reduce traffic congestions along 

Ayingba-Ajoakuta road and Lokoja-Ankpa road in Ayingba at all periods 

but also improve economic activities in the study area. The plan is also 

expected to carter for other land uses. 

2. If the parking plan emanating from this research is implemented. There 

should be permanently station either a post of the FRSC and the Traffic 

WARDEN and or VIO along Ayingba-Ajoakuta road and Lokoja-Ankpa 

road in Ayingba where anyone found defaulting should be adequately 

punished. 

3. Widening of the road (Increased Capacity by 6 meters on both sides in 

the area and the installation of Parking Restriction signs along the road.   

4. Parking along the road should be made illegal and punishable however 

the government must provide adequate parking lots along the road 

which is to be agglomerated. 

5. On the assessment of time spent by motorist based on the findings 

made, charging fee should be made tantamount to time spent in the 

new parking space to be provided as this will discourage long time 

parking along these roads in the area. 

6. Also, other traffic management measures should be installed in the 

area such as traffic warning and regulatory signs, pedestrian facilities 

etc. along the upgraded road. 
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7. The appropriate authorities should improve on their routine 

enforcement of parking regulations and therefore the government 

must provide adequate manpower, funds and discourage corrupt 

attitude of some of the officials.  

8. With the increasing commercial developments along the road, 

shoppers need to park their vehicles when they come to shop or do 

other businesses. Thus, all commercial developments along the road 

must be made to provide adequate parking facilities within the 

shopping areas to avoid further parking problems.  

9. Since the traffic congestions are usually experienced during peak 

periods particularly around 8-10am,4-6pm, market days and other 

festival periods, enforcement agencies must be active at such periods. 

10. The roads need to be expanded so as to carry both the present and 

future traffic volume capacity in other to reduce the volume of traffic 

congestion on both roads. 

11. The government should equally provide law enforcement pertaining 

the road like the environmental protection and sanitation agency for 

Kogi State. Routing maintenance of the roads and forceful sanitation 

exercise should be ensured in the study area. 

12. The government and others stakeholders that are involves in the 

provision and management of parking facilities, they should take 

necessary measures on issues of parking. 

13. Introduction of Public Private Participation (PPP)  

14. There should be a proper layout plan for parking space along these 

roads.  

15. The individuals and local business owners should also provide parking 

for those coming to patronize them.  

16. There should be public awareness not to allow People Park along the 

road and the community should be involving to monitor and 

management it which will also create job opportunity for the 

community. 

17. The government should introduce traffic management measures. 

18. Intelligence monitoring system, CCTV Camera to take proper records of 

cars that park on daily basis. 

19. And the various bodies responsible for provision and management of 

parking system should also work accordingly.  
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